THE RED BENCH
CONNECTING WOMEN TO TRADES
AND TECHNOLOGY
Jolene Borrelli has had a passion for
trades and technology for as long as she
can remember. Her path has been diverse
and worldly - a six year career in Vancouver
as a horticulturist, followed by a five year
career in Germany as a web developer,
then back to Canada for an undergraduate
degree in materials engineering at the
University of Alberta. The Edmonton
native has never been one for a conventional life and with travels to over twenty
countries plus a few foreign languages
in her back pocket, taking the long road
back to her hometown brought Jolene to
her next great interest - welding.
In Calgary, Mackenzi Johnston explored
welding and working with her hands
while she attended the Southern Alberta
Institute of Technology. Galvanized by
the confidence that welding gave her, her
first solo work took shape with a home
metal foundry and the design and build
of a fully functional electric go-kart. Although a future in welding looked bright,
negative experiences during her first
forays into the male-dominated trade led
Mackenzi to take a step-back and transfer
to materials engineering at the University
of Alberta.
Neither of them knew that their winding
paths to welding would cross while both
were student researchers at the Canadian
Centre for Welding and Joining (CCWJ).
Headed by Dr. Patricio Mendez, the
Centre has become a hot spot for welding
research and development in Alberta.
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Mackenzi (far left) and Jolene (center) pictured during Mackenzi’s women’s welding sessions
at the CCWJ. We love the pink welding helmets and Miller Electric women’s welding jackets!

“I went into [the CCWJ]
after class and Mack had
the plasma table set up.
When I cut through steel for the first time,
my mind began to race with all the things
I could do with it. It was a game-changer,”
laughs Jolene.
At the time, Mackenzi had developed a
small program at the CCWJ to teach her
classmates - entirely women - how to weld
and use shop equipment. Four to six women, including Jolene, regularly attended

the sessions from November 2019 to
March 2020 until the COVID-19 pandemic
forced closures at the university. During
the sessions, Jolene and Mackenzi struck
a friendship over their shared passion
for welding. Soon they realized they had
much more in common, including a desire
to serve their community. “Jo and I started
talking about how great it would be to have
the welding sessions become something
bigger,” Mackenzi explains.

“Red is in the name because it represents how
powerful our community will be. Bench because
the workbench is where our women at the space
will gather around to share ideas,” says Jolene.

Jolene (left) and Mackenzi (right) pictured at the CCWJ’s
welding laboratory.

“Welding is a fantastic career and hobby. The gender gap in welding
being what it is, we wanted to make a positive change in a trade we
both care so much about.”
The two talked over coffees, lunches, and car rides about their
shared experiences in the trades and an idea was born: a workshop
for women to access tools, equipment, and peer mentoring as they
evolve their skill set in welding, on their own terms. Jolene and
Mackenzi spent summer evenings hammering down the vision,
goals, and community that the workshop would serve. Taking inspiration from Mackenzi’s welding sessions at the CCWJ and programs
such Women Building Futures (Edmonton, AB) and Weld Like A Girl
(Yuma, AZ), the duo named their initiative The Red Bench. “Red is in
the name because it represents how powerful our community will
be. Bench because the workbench is where our women at the space
will gather around to share ideas,” says Jolene.
The concept behind The Red Bench is to create a membership-based,
low-barrier workshop in Edmonton for women to use equipment,
make and fix things, hang out, and build a community. The workshop represents an opportunity to connect women to trades and
technology through a space they can call their own. Jolene and
Mackenzi aim to start small and develop the operational capacity of
The Red Bench in stages. They plan to initialize the workshop with
basic tools, hardware, and consumables in addition to a welding
and metalworking station. Upon expansion, the space has the
potential for woodworking, plastic working, automotive mechanics,
and other skilled trades depending on community demand. Their
first pieces of equipment are expected to be second-hand, following

a donation drive for second-hand tools and equipment that the duo
have planned for once a shop space is secured.
One of their principal goals is to have the workshop be cost-free
for members, which the pair see as key to promoting accessibility
to women from all walks of life regardless of their socioeconomic
status. “We really envision The Red Bench as a fully funded space
that relies on donations, grants, and industry partnerships to provide
the physical and cash assets necessary for startup and operations,”
says Mackenzi. Big dreams mean hard work and the two have not
been shy to spearhead the monumental undertaking of making
their vision a reality. In late 2020, they incorporated The Red Bench
as a private corporation that operates at net-zero, meaning that
Jolene and Mackenzi’s contributions are voluntary, and funding
will be channeled exclusively into start up and operating costs.
They have since created a website and penned a safety protocol,
training protocol, COVID-19 response, code of ethics and 35 page
business plan to underpin the initiative’s activities. Recently, they
added social media to their list of actions while proactively building
a network of professional contacts, supporters, and allies.
With a few funding pledges already coming in the door, the two
have their sights set on finding a small workshop space to call
home. “The shop space is the next big chess piece,” explains Jolene.
“We both feel that once we have it, everything will move from there.”
Both women firmly believe their idea is rooted in solid ground given
the strength and importance of welding in Alberta and the benefit
companies, organizations, and even individuals would receive
from financially supporting The Red Bench. “Many companies want
to reach crucial corporate goals of social responsibility to support
diversity and to give back to the community,” highlights Mackenzi.
“It makes sense too, to contribute to the development of the welding
industry by supporting community projects like ours.”
In Canada, only 5% of apprentice carpenters, electricians, mechanics, and welders are women [1]. The Red Bench is actively
seeking supporters to make a contribution to change this statistic,
for good. By building up The Red Bench, donors will play a key
part in granting the women of Edmonton and the greater Alberta
area a real chance to succeed in the welding and trades fields. As
Jolene and Mackenzi agree, “When women thrive, communities
thrive too.”
Jolene Borrelli and
Mackenzi Johnston

For more info on The Red Bench visit

theredbench.ca.
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